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Lady Helena's "Chamber--Room 1 - Pleasure Shock" 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $34.69

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Chamber--Room 1 - Pleasure Shock by Lady Helena--Shelle's slave girl

Description (47 minutes):

Let your Dominatrix take you deep into my fantasy chamber and experience the pleasure of pain. Learn the true meaning of erotic submission to
your Lady and Owner as you crawl naked and helplessly behind my sexy ass.

As I weave one of the most powerful desires and fantasizes into your inferior male mind. Feel my wicked touch and c#m to realize just how
alluring My voice and My commands. Listen as my voice weaves erotic desire so deep it will make you shake with desire. As I seduce your lil
head causing you to accept and give in to my beauty.

Accept your desire for submission as my erotic fantasy influences your desires. Imagine what it would be like to be so mindless and hard. To
crave the pleasure while yearning for the mental torment of this amazingly erotic fantasy. Finding yourself craving my whims and wicked
desires. You will yearn for your Lady, longing to please and pleasure me in ways you can’t imagine as I torment you and give you pleasures
beyond your wildest dreams.

Reviews

Monday, 31 May 2021 

WOW that was something totally different. Yes, there is shock a treatment. Yes, it did jolt the pre cum right out of me. This file is very
arousing. Very sexy and a bit scary with the thought of a trigger that Lady Helena places in you. To be all honest, i would love to be in
Her Chamber and feel this with Her present. i bet that would be an experience to remember. Of course, i will never forget what this one
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felt like anytime soon. This file is a solid 5 stars.

Slippery 

Tuesday, 23 May 2017 

This file is very real and it brings your fantasy to join the game. 5-Stars

steffie 

Tuesday, 04 April 2017 

i've tried a few of Lady Helena's files over the last few months, but had always stayed away from this one, even though tempted. just like
Domina Shelle, Lady Helena has a very addictive voice and so eventually i gave in that temptation. I'm so glad I did. this is such an
overpowering experience, where it will leave you I won't say except that you'd better be a good little slave after listening. if you want to
see how much control Lady Helena really has then you must try this. 

Jon stanley 

Friday, 23 September 2016 

Domina instructed me to listen to this file. It is not for beginners. Lady Helena is very powerful, and my body responds to her directions
like a puppet.

Kent Schnaith 

Tuesday, 20 September 2016 

Lady Helena installed a very powerful trigger within me in this session. One that She can give me pleasure but also a painful shock
which ensures that i do not want disobey Her. Be aware as the trigger gives Her full control over mind and body... so She can give you
pleasure yes, but also knock out your whole body while all you muscles are cramping and the only thing you feel is agony. Still i love to
have Lady Helena has this power over me as She needs to have that control in the role of Domina's Enforcer.

sissy slave andrea 

Monday, 19 September 2016 

Domina commanded that I listen to Lady Helena's file. I didn't know what to expect and felt very nervous - but Domina has clearly taught
her well. I don't know what I was expecting - but I feel incredibly deep and had a very intense experience - one that left me afraid of the
consequences of disobedience. Domina Shelle has already trained me to crave the pleasure of obedience, so it's only fitting for Lady
Helena to teach me the fear of disobeying. I strongly recommend this session for anyone craving something a little bit more on the cruel
side - or any slave who wants yet another reason to be perfectly obedient!

Slave John 

Monday, 19 September 2016 

This was a good idea and nicely executed. It plays with this pain and pleasure territory that is still very new to me.
Lady Helena's calm voice always makes me little worried but it works well with this long slow fall into hypnosis.

Toni Mäkelä 

Monday, 19 September 2016 

Well i don´t really now what to say about this one, at the beginning i was on the edge, a little anxious about what might happen and i did
had a hard time to let go, but that only was until i heard her whisper sleep, there i just got lost, gone, not caring for anything anymore,
except to listen to her Voice, i had alot of different feelings troughtout this File, simple pleasure, pleasure that made me throb, shivers
and tingles everywhere, but pain? i did not felt any pain, but i am not even sure if i was supposed to feel any, i do know that if i disobey i
should feel pain, the problem is i can´t tell if it works or not, i would need to test it out and well i surely will not, why would i want to
disobey on purpose? That makes no Sense, so i guess i have to wait until i mess up someday and then i should now if it works or not? i
am so confused now >.
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